Abstract

We present ZENO, an implemented, partial-order planner that handles simultaneous actions occurring over extended time intervals. The action language supports a large subset of KRSL, including metric constraints, deadline goals, and synergistic (additive) effects. We believe the algorithm is both sound and complete. The chief technical contributions are (1) token reduction breaks complex goals into pieces that can be systematically supported, (2) incremental algorithms from operations research determine the consistency of temporal and other metric constraints, and (3) lazy evaluation and the Mean Value Theorem are exploited to cope with actions involving continuous change.

1 Introduction

We have built a partial order planner, ZENO, that efficiently handles domain axioms and actions with complex, conditional and metric effects that take place over extended intervals of time. ZENO reasons about simultaneous actions including continuous change, additive effects, external events, and actions that interfere with each other. While other planners exist with combinations of these features, ZENO is different because it is arguably sound and complete, yet reasonably efficient.

The rest of this paper describes our action and plan representation with an example, sketches our planning algorithm, then discusses formal and empirical aspects.

2 Representation

As with our UCPOP planner [17], ZENO supports both universal and existential quantification in action schemata. Conditional effects and disjunctive preconditions are permitted. A point-based temporal model is used: the state of the world is modeled by a set of fluents, i.e., functions from time points to values. Interval constraints are specified with universal quantification over a special time variable class.

(define (operator fly)
  :parameters (p from to speed)
  :at-time (Ts Te)
  :precondition
    (and (eq (value-at Ts (loc p)) from)
         (leq 0 speed (max-speed p))
         (forall ((time (> (value-at t (gas-vol p)) 0)))
          (> (value-at Ts (gas-vol p)) 0))
      :effects
        (cause (= speed (/ (distance from to) (- Te Ts)))
          (forall ((object o))
            (when (holds-at Ts (in o p))
              cause (eq (value-at Ts (loc o)) to))
            (cause (influence (gas-vol p) (- (/ speed (mpg p)))))
          )))

If
  The plane p is located at from at time Ts;
  The speed is between 0 and the maximum;
  The plane never runs out of gas;

Then
  The time of travel is a function of speed and distance;
  The plane will be moved to location from;
  All objects o within the plane will move to from;
  The gas level will continuously decrease.

Figure 1: This action schema uses universal quantification, conditional effects, metric functions, time, continuous change, synergy, and linear inequalities. The KRSL code at top is described in English below.
A ZENO action schema (e.g., figure 1) characterizes a set of possible actions. Note the use of holds-at to handle propositional fluents and value-at to handle functional fluents. Quantification over time handles interval constraints; the action interval bounds the scope of time t. The categories in a schema are taken from KRL.

The last effect of fly is unique. ZENO influences are the quantitative analog to the corresponding concept in Forbus’s Qualitative Process theory [6,3]; they allow specification of additive effects through a detailed model of physics. Whenever two or more operators \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \) overlap on some time interval, their net effect on the fluent’s derivative is calculated by adding the influences.

ZENO plans are 3-tuples \( < S, C, L > \) where \( S \) is a set of steps (i.e., instantiated action schemata), \( C \) is a set of constraints and \( L \) is a set of causal links. The steps in \( S \) are partially ordered by the relevant temporal constraints in \( C \).

As in other planners, causal links denote protection ranges, but ZENO’s links have two differences: (1) links connect terms (e.g., (F y) and (F z)) rather than whole atomic sentences (e.g., (F (F(x)) K) and (clear (F y))), (2) ZENO’s links capture simultaneity. For example, the link \( t_1 \ (F (x)) t_2 \) tells us that the only steps constraining the value of (F z) over the interval \([t_1, t_2]\) are \( S_i \) and \( S_j \).

Because preconditions and effects have explicit temporal scope, a planning problem can be encoded as a partial plan with a single dummy step whose time of “execution” bounds all planned activity. This step’s preconditions are the plan goals and the effects represent initial conditions, domain axioms, and external events. Since ZENO handles arbitrary linear inequalities and conditional effects, many interesting problems may be expressed. Figure 2 introduces an example that we continue throughout the paper.

### 3 The Zeno Planner

ZENO is a regressive, causal link planner that builds on our previous work with UCPOP [17], a sound and complete partial order planner which handles universally quantified actions with conditional effects [13]. Like SNLP [11] and UCPOP, ZENO’s main loop makes two types of choices:

1. Supporting unachieved preconditions with the effects of new or existing steps and recording this commitment with a causal link, and

2. Resolving threats to existing causal links (i.e., third steps whose effects may cause harmful interactions) via promotion, demotion, etc.

In ZENO, item 1 finds an initial effect that constrains some variable in a precondition. Item 2 corresponds to deciding which other effects should simultaneously constrain the same variable. The algorithm first tries to find a set of effects consistent with the goals, iterating between items 1 and 2 until all variables are constrained. ZENO then checks whether the effects satisfy the preconditions, i.e., whether the effects are valid. If not, those unsatisfied preconditions are treated as new subgoals and planning continues as before. Only when a consistent, valid set of effects is found does ZENO halt.

ZENO uses the techniques developed in UCPOP for handling quantifiers, conditional effects and codesignation constraints. A new method is introduced for matching effects against preconditions. A suite of algorithms from linear programming solve constraints and verify plan consistency. Lazy evaluation handles continuous change.

#### 3.1 Matching Effects to Preconditions

In many planners, open goals are unified with step effects to see if the step can achieve the goal. For example, since the goal (on A B) unifies with the effect (on z y), a planner knows that (puton z y) is a possibly relevant action. Furthermore, in SNLP-style planners, if (ON A B) is supported by an unthreatened link, the planner knows that it will be satisfied. However, if preconditions and effects include arbitrary metric equations this simple scheme does not suffice. For example, given the goal (< A B) it is not immediately apparent that the effect (> C 0) is relevant, but it is if other steps have (= A C) and (= B (+ 2 C)) as effects. Together, these three effects satisfy the goal even though none of them unify with it.

To plan to achieve metric preconditions, ZENO needs
a fundamentally different technique, *token reduction*, which works as follows:

1. All preconditions and effects are rewritten into simpler constraints by replacing tokens with corresponding token variables.
2. Tokens in precondition constraints are supported by causal links to matching tokens in the effects of new or existing steps.
3. When causal links are formed, constraints are added to \( C \).
4. When all tokens are supported, and \( C \) is consistent, and the effect constraints in \( C \) entail the precondition constraints in \( C \), then ZENO returns the successful plan.

Functional expressions which denote domain specific constants or fluent dereferences e.g., \((\text{distance} \ldots)\) and \((\text{value-at} \ldots)\), are called *tokens*. ZENO replaces all tokens inside precondition and effect constraints with *token variables*, \( V_n \). For example, \( \text{fly}'s \) precondition

\[
(> (\text{value-at Te} (\text{gas-vol plane3})) 0)
\]

is rewritten as \((> V_1 0)\), a constraint which conveniently contains only variables and constants. This constraint is posted to \( C \).

Next, ZENO supports all tokens in the precondition constraint with a link from a token in a preceding effect. Suppose that ZENO selects an effect of a newly created \( \text{fly} \) step, \( S_1 \); we show both its original and token-reduced forms:

\[
(= (\text{value-at Te} (\text{gas-vol p}))

\quad

(- (\text{value-at Ts} (\text{gas-vol p}))

\quad

(* (- Te Ts) (/ speed (mpg p)))))
\]

\[
(= V_2

\quad

(- V_3

\quad

(* (- Te Ts) (/ speed V_4))))
\]

The descriptor of \( V_2 \) unifies with that of \( V_1 \) provided \((\text{eq p plane3})\). ZENO creates a causal link \( T_3 (\text{gas-vol p}) \) \( Te \), stores the relevant codesignations and temporal constraints in \( C \), and equates the token variables of the effect and precondition (e.g., \( V_1 = V_2 \) is added). The process repeats as token reduction is applied to the preconditions of step \( S_1 \) and other, unbound tokens in the effect. This results in more constraints on \( V_3 \) and \( V_4 \).

After all unbound tokens have been linked, ZENO asks whether the chosen effects satisfy the initial precondition (via constraint satisfaction in \( C \)). If they do, then the goal is satisfied. If not, token reduction is tried again to further constrain the unsatisfied precondition. The current implementation delays these validity tests until all goals have been processed.

Interestingly, token reduction also works for symbolic goals. Since a *holds-at* precondition is just an ordinary token, the resulting links are isomorphic to those of UCPOP. Furthermore, codesignations \( \text{eq} \) and \( \text{neq} \) can be handled in the same way as regular metric constraints.

### 3.2 Efficient Constraint Management

Since ZENO pushes all temporal and metric aspects into \( C \), sound and efficient constraint handling is absolutely critical to the planning algorithm. ZENO requires two types of computation from the constraint reasoner: (1) test if \( C \) is inconsistent, and (2) test if precondition and goal constraints are necessarily guaranteed by effect constraints. Specialised algorithms cooperate to handle the different types of constraints in \( C \): codesignations, linear equalities, and inequalities. Nonlinear equations are delayed until they become linear.

ZENO tests the consistency of \( C \) to see if it must backtrack, handling different constraints with different mechanisms. Codesignations are handled as they were in SNLP and UCPOP. Mathematical formulae posted by ZENO are parsed (using LALR reduction) into a set of equations, inequalities, and pairwise nonlinear equations. For example, assuming that the distance token is renamed to \( V_3 \), \( \text{fly}'s \) effect

\[
(= \text{speed} (/ (\text{distance from to}) (- Te Ts)))
\]

is parsed into three equations,

\[
0 = x_2 - \text{speed}
\]

\[
0 = x_1 + Ts - Te
\]

\[
x_2 = \frac{V_3}{x_1}
\]

which include 2 internal variables, \( x_n \). The resulting linear equalities are solved by Gaussian elimination, linear inequalities by the Simplex algorithm, and nonlinear equations are delayed. Determining inconsistency using Gaussian elimination is straightforward, but our use of Simplex is more subtle. Recall that linear programming is the task of minimising a cost function while satisfying a set of linear inequalities [10]. The Simplex algorithm starts by constructing a polytope (i.e., a convex region in \( \mathbb{R}^n \)) which exactly covers the set of solutions to the linear inequalities. Next, it walks along vertices of the polytope in search of values that minimize the cost function. While exponential in the worst case i.e., it may have to traverse all vertices, the algorithm is extremely fast in practice. For ZENO, the optimization aspect is irrelevant — we're only interested in whether the polytope is malformed, i.e., if it vanishes to a point, no solutions exist and the constraints are inconsistent. For maximum speed, we use
effects) or adds a new subgoal (for preconditions). In particu-
lar, once ZENO commits to a causal link, \( t_1^{(F \cdot y)} t_2 \), any constraint \( C_i \) that references \((F \cdot y)\) which possibly codeesignates \((F \cdot z)\) at some time \( t_i \in [t_1, t_2] \) might affect the consistency of \( C_i \). This is a threat.

ZENO must decide whether each \( C_i \) is to be a simultaneous constraint on \((F \cdot z)\), or whether it should be constrained out of the way. This is “threat resolution” in ZENO, where the algorithm must choose to either (1) promote by constraining \( t_1 > t_2 \), (2) demote by constraining \( t_1 < t_1 \), (3) separate by adding a neq constraint so that the token descriptors don’t match, (4) if \( C_i \) is conditional, confront by constraining \( t_1 \leq t_2 \leq t_1 \) while adding the negation of \( C_i \)'s precondition to the goal agenda, or (5) embrace the threat by constraining \( t_1 = t_1 \) and including \( C_i \) as a new constraint on \((F \cdot z)\). The fifth alternative is the only difference between ZENO and UCPOP; it corresponds to adding a new simultaneous constraint.

3.4 Continuous change

There are two types of continuous change in ZENO: interval constraints that combine simultaneously and those that combine additively (influences). The former are specified as universal quantifications over some time \( t \). Default bounds of the interval are calculated from the action interval \([t_1, t_2]\). Semi-closed intervals \([t_1, t_2]\) are assumed for preconditions, open intervals \((t_1, t_2]\) for effects. Consider the precondition of fly:

\[
(\forall t \ ((\text{time} t) \land (t > (\text{value-at} t (\text{gas-vol veh}) = 0))))
\]

Although the value of gas-vol may vary continuously through time, ZENO requires all change to be piecewise linear. This assumption, combined with the Mean Value Theorem, guarantees that the extrema occur at the endpoints of each subinterval. By checking constraints at all possible subinterval boundaries, ZENO ensures that they are satisfied over the whole interval.

These “boundaries” are found by examining all causal links, then extracting those timepoints which possibly fall within the constraint interval. For each such timepoint, ZENO either adds a new effect constraint (for effects) or adds a new subgoal (for preconditions). In addition, effects are generated on the fly when trying to satisfy tokens whose time falls within the constraint interval.

Influences specify continuous change in a more modular way: the derivative of a quantity at time \( t \) equals the sum of all influences in effect at \( t \). ZENO computes these sums on the fly, by choosing to satisfy a token with a set of influences, not just one. The combined constraints are then treated as a single interval constraint. Subtleties with this approach are discussed in [16].

Since there is no bound on the number of simultaneous influences that may participate in satisfying a goal, ZENO faces a search space with an infinite branching factor. The implementation explores this space by iterative expansion — it gradually increases the cardinality of the set of steps considered. Singleton sets correspond to the case where synergy is excluded.

4 Related Work

Because of our interest in formal properties, ZENO is closest in spirit to the work of Allen, Chapman, McAllester, and Pednault. Allen and Pelavin [15,2,1] describe an elegant theory of temporal planning based on first order logic and an interval model of time. While their framework is expressive and precise, it does not specify an actual planning algorithm which is liberated from the expense of theorem proving and NP-hard temporal constraint propagation.

Numerous systems with some of ZENO’s features have been built in the past twenty years [8,19,18,21,4] and we have drawn insight from many of them. Simmons’ GORDIUS [18] handled actions with conditional and metric effects, but was incomplete and had a state-based model of time. O’Connor’s approach is considerably simpler than that of S1P [21] — ZENO avoids S1P’s parallel links and its complex traversal schemes. Similarly, we believe that ZENO’s treatment of simultaneous and synergistic effects is more general than S1P’s. While OPLAN uses ideas from operations research to optimize resource usage, they use different techniques for temporal management. In contrast, ZENO uses an integrated approach for both temporal and other metric constraints, but makes no claim to handle resources efficiently.

We have drawn both ideas (using Gaussian elimination and Simplex Phase I iteration to manage linear equalities and inequalities) and algorithms (incremental versions of these combinatorial algorithms) from the CLP(\(\Re\)) [7] implementation of Jaffar et. al. [9]

5 Conclusion

We have described the ZENO planner which handles a rich, temporal language with simultaneous and synergistic actions. The problem of matching constraints between effects and preconditions was solved using a new technique called token reduction. The Simplex algorithm, Gaussian elimination, and nonlinear delaying techniques efficiently determine the consistency of constraints. Assuming that all constraints are piecewise
linear, ZENO reduces continuous change to constraints on timepoints through lazy evaluation.

Although we have not completed a formal analysis of ZENO, we believe that ZENO can be shown both sound and complete. Precise definition of these terms requires some extension to Pednault’s definitions [12,14] to account for metric time and floating point precision. We believe that ZENO is sound as long as all nonlinear constraints have been linearized, because all its underlying constraint handlers are sound and complete. Furthermore, we believe that ZENO can be shown complete by using an extension of ucPOP’s completeness proof [17]; however, since many details remain to be worked out, these claims should be taken as a statement of intent guiding our design of ZENO.

ZENO’s Common Lisp implementation is almost complete— it has solved numerous problems including the fly example of figure 2 (1.6 seconds) and the classic “Two Jugs” problem (95 seconds). Efficiency is achieved by using the constraint handlers on demand. Caches maintain temporal inequalities, e.g., \( t_1 < t_2 \) and constant metric values, e.g., \( V = 3 \), for the slew of queries required by ZENO. Early results show that ZENO performs as fast as UCPOP on domains without metric aspects (e.g., approx 10ms per plan refinement). Medium sized problems with constraints (e.g., between 5 and 10 steps with 100 or more constraints) rarely take more than a few minutes to solve. See [16] for a complete description and empirical analysis.
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\(^2\)Although the test for constraint redundancy and composition of multiple, simultaneous influences are only partially implemented, all other features are complete.